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EAFRD business support
in 2014-20

SMEsClusters PPPs

Supported 
business promoters

- Farmers & their
hh members
- Public authorities
-Agri-food
- Forestry
- Rural non-agri
micro- and small
businesses

- Natural persons 
in rural areas

Networking / Co-operation

EFSI
Development of (new) products, 
processes, practices, technologies

(agri, agri-food, tourism, etc.)

Co-operational activities, 
sharing facilities, marketing tourism,

short supply chains, local markets

Investment
focus on

priority areas
& key actions

Start-up aid

EAFRD Financial Instruments 
EAFRD Grants 

Other ESIF FIs

EU-level FIs (eg COSME)

Basic services & 
infrastructure
& information

(outside EAFRD)
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New 
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(omnibus)

Fi-
compass

EC – EIB 
MoU on 

agriculture 
& RD

Monitoring 
&

Reporting

Loans

Guarantees Equity

Types of EAFRD Financial Instruments 2014-2020



Why Financial Instruments?
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Quick & permanent access to funds

Standard application & fast evaluation

All funds given before investing & VAT

No direct control of final recipients

No reporting back to the MA

Less or no administrative burden

Independent decision-making

Favourable loan conditions

Back-up of a loan (eg up to 80%)

Access to working capital

Fewer (No) investment restrictions

Combination with grants



Additional private capital

Working 
capital

New 
investments
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Design of the FI

Loan re-payment 
schemes & options

Financial InstrumentsRisk events and their impact

(-)
Price volatility

Weather / Climate, 
Trade restrictions, etc.

Fluctuating
Farm Income

Risk management 
aspects & FIs

Performance



Financial instruments 
in July 2017



Ex-ante assessments 
for FIs, June 2017



Operational EAFRD FIs



EAFRD FIs
Future expectations



EAFRD – EFSI Initiative

Based on EIF and DG AGRI strategic orientation 
• Supported by EIB (fi-compass)

Two-stage approach 
• Investment strategy development by EIB (fi-compass)
• Product development and implementation (by EIF)
• DG AGRI support throughout all stages

5 pilot cases in demand – 2 already in discussion
• EIF and EIB resources also to be added
• Further boost under EFSI 2.0



EAFRD

CPR

FR
General improvement

Transfer of ESIF to EFSI

ESIF – EFSI combination 

SME Initiative extension

Eligibility rules

Investment rules

Selection rules

SimplificationSimplification



'Omnibus' and EAFRD FIs [COM proposals]

Flexibility for investments with input being non-Annex I
products [Article 17(1)b]

Allowing the use of FIs for supporting start-ups by young
farmers, also in combination with grants [Article 19(4)]

Possibility of funding large-scale investments in rural
infrastructure and services [Article 20(4)]

• Flexibility to allow the purchase of animals, annual plants, etc. 
and giving up the need for listing eligible items [Article 45(7)]

• Allowing working capital support also for FI investments into 
non-agricultural businesses and infrastructure [Article 45(5)]

• No application of grant-specific selection criteria [Article 49(4)]



EAFRD
fi-compass 

WP 2016-18

Studies 
on FIs

Targeted 
coaching

Brochures 
& case 
studies

Seminars

Case-studies

Seminars

Ex-ante 
methodology 

for 
agriculture

Training

EAFRD fi-compass WP 
2016-18

EAFRD fi-compass WP 
2014-16

Technical Assistance 
under EAFRD for FIs



Targeted coaching for EAFRD managing authorities
Jan 2016 – Sept 2017



Study on EAFRD FI and price volatility in agriculture

Two-stage approach
- Dairy market analyses & 

impacts of price 
volatility

- Banks' practices

Limited sectors (start from dairy)

Real-cases (in some MS)



Questions on the Future of FI

What is the real market gap when it comes to access
to finance for agriculture and agri-food sectors?

What could be the contribution of FI to risk 
management?

Could FI play a larger role in supporting rural 
infrastructure?



The future of FI: some questions

Would a continued specific funding from financial 
instruments under the CAP be of interest for farmers 
and rural businesses/areas?

Is the combination grants – financial instruments the 
key to success? 

Should the scope of the FI products be enlarged, for 
example, to counter-guarantees? 



Thank you for your attention!


